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AUTOMATIC 3D RECONSTRUCTION OF
CORONARY ARTERY SEGMENTS IN PATHOLOGY
LINCOLN MOURA' and RICHARD KITNEY2

ABSTRACT-Recently, owing to the increasing processing power of
digital computers and graphic peripherals, a major interest has
developed in the reconstruction of internai body structures so as to
create digital objects which can be handled and displayed using
techniques developed in Computer Graphics.
In this paper we present a method for automatic
reconstruction of coronary artery segments from serial slicing in
Pathology. The resulting 3D model can be handled and displayed using
computer graphics techniques. Results have shown that the proposed
system can be a useful tool in the study of coronary artery disease.
INTRODUCTION
Coronary occlusion is a common cause of myocardial infarction and is often
fatal. Ischaemic heart disease was responsible for approximately 160,000 deaths in
England and Wales in 1985, nearly 27" of ali deaths that year (Office of Population
Censuses, 1985].
The degree of stenosis, measured as reduction in lumen size, bas been a key
concept for the study of arterial diseases in general. Methods for estimating crosssectional surface area have varied from countin& squares enclosed by outlines
(Sissons,1963] to paper-weighing techniques [Bell et ai, 1967], and from planimeters
[Aherne, 19711 to image processing [Gore, 1979]. Understandably, computer techniques
have been increasingly used in the last few years. Nevertheless, whichever method.
are used they concentrate mainly on the slide-by-slide study of arterial segments.
In this paper we describe the method we have developed for
reconstruction of coronary artery segments from sequences of cross-sections.
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Once reconstructed the segments can be handled, viewed, sliced in several
directions and re-assembled using the computer system we have developed which is
described elsewhere [Moura, 1988]. Geometric parameters such as areas, volumes and
distances can be easi!y measured.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
In this paper the extraction of information for the reconstruction of
coronary artery segments from series of cross-sectional slides is considered. An
example of such a series can be seen in Figure 1. It consists of ten slides taken at
equally spaced depths. This series of images has been selected as very
representative of the type of data this work is concerned with.
The coronary artery slides used in this paper have been obtained using a
procedure .described in detai! by [Moura, 1988]. Basically, the coronary arteries are
dissected from hearts obtained at autopsy, fixed, processed and thinly sliced using a
microtome. Each slice is then attached to a rectangular piece of glass and covered
with another piece of glass, smal1er and much thinner.
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1 .A Serle8 0/ Cr083-Sectfon& The images from (a) to (j)
COTonary artery cross-secttons a/ter !>eing dtgtttsed.
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There are several leveis of detail in the vessel structure. AlthouCh these
details can convey important information to the pathologist's eye and the inner
compartments may be important for some studies [Davies and Thomas, 1985 Hancartner et ai, 1986], this work is restricted to the structures defined by what we
will refer to as the externai and internai arterial walls - the outer contour of the
funlca media and the contour defined by the tunica intima.
The reasons for this restriction are that: .) wall contours are more tractable
than ceneral, sometimes very fuzzy, compartments; b) arterial walls are the most
important arterial structures and will always be the first structures to be searched
for; c) in functional terms blood f10w through the vessel is critically dependent on
the lumen size, and d) the levei of three-dimensional detail the present computer
system can represent is resctrited by the 64 3 -voxel Digital Scene. This resolution is
below that required to represent finer details accurately.
A block diacram depictinc the operations per(ormed for coronary artery
BelmeDt reconstruction is shown in Figure 2.
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DATA ACQUISITION
Each 8liele ia photoaraphecl und.r the optical micr08cope umnl a 3S-m.
cemera anel 100 ASA black anel white Delative filmo The 35-.m aeptives are
enlaraecl to the .ize of 5"x7" on Iloa)' paper and the photolraph.
dipti8ed into
the computer by mean. of a Paauonic 1600 camera with a Vielicom ceth04-ray tube.
AIthoulh the camera's resoIution ia of 770 coIumna and S75 Unes, th_ ar.
decimated so that the usable final picture consists of 222 2 pixels. The pixel values
are ia the ranle [0,255].
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PRE-PRQCESSINO.
Once the illlaaes have been di&itilleCl into the computer th.y are pre-procealleCl
in arder to enhance imal. quaUty. In this work pre-processinl consista !lesically of
two steps: backaround removaI and hlstovam stretch.
.
Backlround Removal.
Backlround removal is intended to compensate for variation. in li&htinl that
may have occurred when dilitilinl the imaae ar photoaraphiq th. slieles. It is
assumed that any possible trend in iIlumination is linear in f and j. The trend is
estimated usina Least Squares techniques and subsequently relDOved [Moura, 1988].
Histoaram Stretch.
Once trends in backlround have beea removecl the hiatoaram of intensiti. is
stretched. The aim of this operation is twofold. Hiatoaram stretch not only enhancas
visual contrast but it can alao be used to brina tOlether som. data standardiaation
[Moura, 1988].
AUTOMATIC CONTOUR DETECTION.
The input data to this atale are the pr.-processecl i_aes. Th_ ara wellbalanceei and contrast-enhanced imaaes in which coronary art.ry cross-Iections
appear acainst a lilhter backaround. Imales in Fiauras I are very representative of
the type of imales to be processed and must be analysed visually in ord.r to create
a feelinl about the task to be executed automatically•.
Here, it is more important to comprehend th. leneral difficulties involved in
characterisinl the contours for automatic detection than to be strictly accurate. In
these imalea. for example, the externai and internai wall contours - the contour of
the tunica adventitia and the contour defined by the tunica intima - ar. roundtsh
and the contour lines appear reasonabllf clear. However, some larQe {1QPS may exist
due to either superimposition of structuras or imale noise.
Any edle detection method which can take advantale of this a priorf
knowledle of contour characteristics is a lood candidate for the application in view.
A particularly stroDI boundary detection method when contour. are of known shape
is liven by Heuristic Search.

The application of Heuristic Search to th. tuk und.r consideration is
discussed in detail by
[Moura, 1988]. It is basically a three-step metbod. In the
first, the orillnal imale is .,moothed in arder to remove unwanted details and a
Iradient operator is applied to it.
The brilhter the pixels in the resultinl vadient lIalnltude imale are the
hilher tbeir likelibood of bein. part of edles. Tbe second step explores tbis fact
usinl bript Iradient pixels as startinl points for a contour-follower allorithm so
that Ionl one-pixel-wide edle selmenta are formed.
The final step in the procedure is to connect the eda. seaments usinl some
leometric criteria to form cl08ed set of selmenta. caIled path.. A coet function is
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associated to each path and a contour is a minimum cost path. In order to succeed
the cost-function must be chosen in such a way that it is minimised by contours
with the desired forms - in the case in view circle-Iike shapes. Segment connection
is performed by means of Ferguson Curves [Ferguson, 1964) so that the connecting
Iines tend to follow the general contour behaviour [Moura, 1988].

Figure 3
T1'w- Detected Contour8.
The three detected contours
are the minimum cost paths

for the seqments they use.
AUTOMA TIC CONTOUR LABELLlNG.
Heuristic Search has been successfully used to detect the arterial waIl
contours. However, it has also detected a third contour. This contour - marked by
an arrow in Figure 3 - is caused by coagulated blood which has shrunken during
specimen preparation and is usually present in the type of slide under consideration.
This contour must be disregarded as it does not bring any useful information.
This fact highlights the need for some sort of semantic contour classification
which allows that the externai and internai wall contours be properly recoanised and
labeIled.
The approach we have devised for automatic contour clusification is based
on two contour features, both contextua1. The first is the gradient dlrection inwards/outwards - in relation to the contour centre. We define this direction as
inwards if the contour defines a structure which is Iighter than its surroundings
and outwards otherwise. The second contour feature is its position relative to other
contours.
The gradient direction can be detected by analysing the straight line which
goes from the contour centre to the contour pixel with the highest gradient
magnitude value. If the angle between this line and the gradient dlrection at th.
briahtest pixel is less than 7r/2 then the aradient direction is outward., otherwise it
is lnwards. The choice of the highest gradient magnitude pixel on the contour is due
to the fact that this pixel is most likely to be at a very well define<! .dle selment.
The relative contour position can be extracted by straight lines that 10 from
the bottom of the imaae to its top throuah each contour centre. If a Dumber is
aaianed to eech contour and if these numben are recorded as the contours are
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intersected by the straight lines, the resultlng Contour Posttton Strtngs will yield
information regarding their relative position.
These two procedures are combined so that the required contours can be
found. A major facto r for these techniques' success is the choice of the contour
centre required for both algorithms. If this point is too close to the edges it may
cause errors in both cases. We have developed a very reliable technique for fitting
a circle to a set of points using Least Squares. This technique is described in fuH
by [Moura, 19881 and is used to determine the contour centres for contour labelling.
CONTOUR FILTERING.
Wall contours detected by the automatic procedure tend to be somewhat
rough, as can be seen in Figure 4. If the edges in the original image are noisy then
the contour may be inaccurately detected, as in Figure 4a. However, as pointed out
earlier in this paper, arterial wall contours are expected to be smooth. Thls
property can bc uscd t0 correct regional r"u~hness.
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Figure 4
Contour Ffltermo.
This tt,chntque can be used to
generate S71l.OOth contours (b)
and (d), jrom the detected
contours.

We have developed a technlque for cJosed contour filtering which fits
smooth, piece-wt8e polynomial-radius contours, to the original curve In the Least
Squares sense. This contour filtering technique is discussed by [Moura, 19881.
AUTOMATIC CONTOUR ALlGNMENT
Since cross-sectional slides are produced by actually sllcing the bloclc of
biological material, the physical relation between slides is lost. Although it is
possible to mark the specimen before slicing and use these marks for later
positioning, or even re-align the contours by visual match, automatic contour
alignment must be implemented if the system is to be used on a day-to-day basis.
We have decided to use the externaI wall contour for aligning the arterial
wall contours. The two externaI waH contour centres in the two slices under
considera tion are assumed to coincide and a best jtt is searched for. The best fit is
assumed to be achieved when a cost function 17 is minimised:
17
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a,E+a2D,

where /:; ,s the mean squure d,fference botween exlernal conlour radll, D IS the
dlslance between ,nner cnnlour cenlres und (/, and (1.: are appl,callOn-dependent
conslanls.
SlIl<.:e the w,,11 conlours are O-conlours w,lh radll def.nod for every one af
lhO degrecs, lhe sleps ul)(ove cun bc e"sliy .mplemonlod IMoura, 198HI.
III~I-:I·:-[)IMI·.NSIONAI.

INTI~RPOLi\T1()N

In order lo cre"le a Vaxel Sllace represenl.nl( lhe coranary artery segment, ,t
.s necessary lo use some lnlerpola l.on lechn.que. Inslead of us.ng some general
surf"ce lli,ng techn.que ,l IS posslble, once aga.n, lo lake advanlage af the fact t1nt
wall conlours are descrlbed by O-conlours. i\ conlour on any plane between two
knawn O-conlours can be approx,maled by Inlerpolat,ng the lwo adjolOlng
O conlours.
One example af lhe final coranary arlery segmenl reconslrucled uSlng lhls
lochOlque ,s shown in F'lI.ure S.

F1gure 5
The Reconstructed Segment.

CONCLUSIONS
In this pDpel' lIIe have described an implementation for the reconstruction of
Coronary Artery segments from a series of slides in PatholollYo
The most fundamental step for the success of this implementation is the
automatic detection of the arterial lIIalI contours. These are assumed to be roundtsh
or more precisely the most roundtsh structures in an imalle. The method
uses a cost-function IIIhich measures roundness and that is used to locate the lIIall
contourso
This assumption restricts the classes of imalles the system lIIill succeasfu11y
process but on the ather hand alIolIIs that lIIa11 contours lIIith very wide 1l1..pS be
detectedo
The use of the contour filterinll technique we have developed has a110wed
that the condition of roundness be monitored and automatica11y conecte<!. Moreover,
the use of 9-contours permits that wall contours be easily alillned and more
importantly - easily interpolated.
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Serial slicinll itself poses many causes for concern, since exact aÜlInment is
impossible to achieve and the several existinll alillnment methods intrinsically
assume that the segments are somewhat straight and that th. plane of slicin& is
orthogonal to the sellment. Althoullh this is the best assumption that can be made it
wiIJ never be good enough in the case of tortuous arteries.
Another problem presented by serial slicinll is that each final slice may have
been distorted either by pressure exerted on the specimen by the microtome or
when the slice is handled for slide mountinll. These distortions cannot be directly
measured and estimating them is not an easy task. Such distortion contributes to
unreliability, even though for most of applications it is assullled that the overall
effect is not significant [Aherne, 1982].
Unfortunately, so far there is no alternative lIIethod which can b. used for
lIenentinll arterial cross-sections at a good resolution and therefore serial slicing is
bound to be used for some more years to come.
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